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Introduction

After a long exhausting day we look up to our favourite 

space for that one breath of relaxation. Considering the 

prominence of your comfort place, here’s the Whitehills 

Inspirational Guide that will help you with the recent 

trends and guide you with the adorning process that will 

increase the serviceability, space, usability and most 

importantly your comfort. So, let’s begin with the 10 most 

stunning interior design ideas that will transform your 

home. Welcome!
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Cosy and Minimalist Living Rooms
01
Heartwarming living interiors stand tall in the forthcoming trend list of 

interior design. Adorning your living area with minimalist yet elegant 

fitments can add sophistication and elevate the complete look. Add 
interior plants as they tend to add positivity and promote calmness. 

Accompany the plantation with neutral walls which will create a 

contrast and adds tranquillity. Adorn it better with warm lights and 

plush sofas to create a cosy vibe.
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Indulging in Artefacts

Vintage or contemporary 

artefacts put in an extra 

element to the interior. Grace 

your interior with the artefacts 

which includes paintings, wall 

arts, floating shelves, 
handcrafted show pieces, 

vintage swings. This will add an 

extra flavour.

Statement Mirror

Mirrors have been the most stated 

asset which marks its own presence 

to enhance the space. Add a 

vintage mirror in your bedroom or 

living area. Add a round mirror in 

the bathroom, the mirror signifies 
self confidence. Accessorising your 
interior with such can boost your 

self confidence while being an 
adorable, affordable and aesthetic 

decor option.
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mismatched chairs, dining 

embellishment in the kitchen 

incarcerated with bright shades 

mixed with warm tones. You can 

also add handmade and nature 

inspired items to finish your 
complete boho look.

Bohemian trends set an 

unconventional style statement. 

They embrace carefree, textured 

and colourful living standards. 

Opposite to the minimalist, 

sophisticated looks they work on 

the more the merrier 

philosophy. Adding multiple 

cushions, rustic furnitures, 

candles, wall gallery, 

Bohemian Inspired
Trends
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Serene Sitting Area

Sitting areas may or may not include 

study rooms, or office space. A minimal 
table, comfy chair or sofa and a 

floating book shelf is all you need. 
Keeping the space cosy by adding

warm lights, interior plants and a 

decent bookshelf could work the 

best. You can add your required 

gadgets as well. This will give you a 

serene, calm vibes and sophistication.



A proverb says, a family that eats 

together stays together. Dining 

rooms are usually the centred 

and underrated space of any 

home. Adorn it with minimal 

aesthetic value adding features. 

A circular dining table can be a 

good option. Dining rooms 

depending upon your taste can 

work. Keep it a bit Indian you 

can use copper utensils as 

embellishment or westernising 

it, by adding more glamour to it.

04.
06

Elegant Dining
Rooms
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Give a restful revive
to your Bedroom

Adorn your restful space with 

peaceful fascinating stuff. Add 

trendy artefacts and wall 

hanging which might be a large 

dream catcher or a painting, 

hanging lanterns etc. You can 

add a bohemian touch by 

adding canopy around the bed 

with artificial climbers, etc. Use 
contemporary furniture designs 

like chairs. Geometrical figures 
and portraits can add value to 

the complete look.
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Transitional Kitchen
Styles
Kitchen spaces should be a blend of 

contemporary and modern designs. 

Designing your kitchens with granite 

countertops, subtle colour pallet and wall 

designs. Sleek slabs, spacious shelves, 

suspended lights, chandeliers. We can 

use metallic suspended lights to it. 

Wooden laminated shelves, and fitments 
exemplifies the overall look & feel of the 
kitchen.
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Room for air and light
Natural lighting and air 

enriches the ambience with 

tranquillity. They assure your 

closeness with nature. Keeping 

the room ventilated, open or 

adding glass windows can be a 

great option. Simply adding a 

glass cabinet can elevate the 

overall vibe and beautify the 

space.
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Outdoor Oasis
Enjoy your holidays with nature 

and create a space. You can 

enhance your balcony as well. 

Adding lights, seat outs, 

greenery and natural touch with 

woods and stones can promote 

cosy vibes, and refreshment.
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Conclusion
Home marks peace and comfort. Being trendy is the new normal 

now, we hope this guide and ideas help you in the process of 

ornamenting your place with the latest trends. If you feel like 

customising your space, and enhancing it with better 

functionality and on-going drifts you can contact White Hills 

Design. We will be serving you with the best!
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